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Don’t forget:
OUR YEAR 7 PARENTS
EVENING WILL BE HELD
ON THURSDAY 28TH
MARCH, 4PM — 6PM.

STUDENTS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE INTERVENTION PROJECT

Our Internal Exclusion department has successfully completed an intervention project, to
help and assist with students’ behaviour and learning whilst at the Academy.
The scheme has already had a very positive effect and students have responded well.
Imran Gill, our school Behaviour Support Teams Worker, explained that an external
company from the local community, The Hideaway Youth Project, has been working with
our students on a weekly basis.
Read more inside...
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HIDEAWAY YOUTH PROJECT HELPS STUDENTS IMPROVE BEHAVIOUR
Hideaway offers coping strategies and group discussions to deal with various issues,
helping students to refrain from negative behaviour.
The intervention project has successfully resulted in the reduction of negative behaviour
points received in a full term at the Academy. As part of the scheme, Mr Gill and the
Hideaway staff covered various areas of student development such as raising aspirations
and self-esteem and more importantly, encouraging positive behaviour in and around the
Academy.
The Academy and Hideaway Youth Project will continue to
encourage students to further develop strategies, helping them
to gain a better understanding of coping methods when faced
with potentially disruptive situations which may affect their
learning.
The project aimed to assist in creating a positive environment for
students experiencing issues within the classroom, helping to address the issue of fixed
term exclusions and referrals to the school’s internal exclusion department.
Youth Engagement Workers Melvyn McDonald and Tanya Watts said it was rewarding to
hear that positive interventions are effective for young people who maybe find it difficult
during school time.

SPECIAL EVENT FOR AUTISM AWARENESS WEEK
It’s Autism Awareness Week next week (April 1—7) and Manchester Museum is holding a
special event for parents and children on Thursday 4th April. Dr Laura Crane, Associate
Professor and Deputy Director at the
Centre for Research in Autism and
Education (CRAE), University College,
London, will be giving a talk from 6pm,
followed by a question and answer
session.
This will be followed at 7pm by a Quiet
Night, where autistic people are invited to
explore the galleries when it’s quieter,
away from the normal hustle and bustle of
a daytime visit.
This event will be held in the Fossils
Gallery (just under Stan the T-Rex) on the
ground floor.
The Quiet Night is free to attend. For more information, contact Manchester Museum on:
0161 275 2648.
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MUSIC STUDENTS PERFORM AT UNITED LEARNING CONFERENCE
Our talented music
students performed solos
as well as singing as part
of ‘Manchester Voices’
cluster choir at the United
Learning leadership
conference, held at the
Principal Hotel on
Wednesday. Principal Mr
Eldon, who was at the
conference, said our
students ‘smashed it!’
“When the crowd started
clapping, I was incredibly
proud,” he said.

STUDENTS IN TRAINING TO IMPROVE MENTAL HEALTH
Another cohort of Mental Health Champions have been trained to work on improving
mental health across the Academy, with the help of double Judo Olympian Sophie Cox.
Students involved are Ibrahim Mohammad, Sonia Malik, Muskan Syeda, Emmanuel
Johnson and Rukayat
Yusuff. They will attend a
conference in July to share
the work they’re doing
with other schools.
The mental health
champions and another
13 Year 10 students learnt
about the factors that
improve well-being such
as sleep, nutrition and
exercise.
They also had an introduction to mindfulness, visualisation and deep breathing techniques.
The students all enjoyed the sessions, led by Olympian Sophie, who is also a British
Champion, Commonwealth Bronze Medallist and Double European Silver Medallist.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Name

Reg

Subject

Comment

Abdirahman Abdi

7LBU

Technology

Ibrahim Alanazi

7VCO

Ruqayya Bojang

7LBU

Transition

Ahmad Al Mahmoud

7GBE

Transition

For their excellent team work during
practical, along with showing the
highest respect throughout the
lesson.
For taking pride in her appearance
and the presentation of her work.
She is a hard working class member
who wants to learn and succeed.
Keep this up!
For being so helpful towards other
students. He also helps mark work in
Maths lessons and takes great pride
in his own work.

Zhida Yan

7VCO

Maths

For his outstanding work in Maths he completed his KPI test within five
minutes and then completed the
year 9 solving equations KPI scoring
100% in both. He is a truly gifted
Mathematician and we will miss
him. Good Luck Zhida.

Abubaker Ahmed

8MLE

Maths

Abdelaziz Alanzi

8MLE

Transition

Luca Pessalano
Hugo Portulez Vemba

8MLE
9JHP

French
Computer
Science

For great improvement in results
and behaviour and completing all
Hegarty Maths homework tasks.
He has not been late once this week
and has been arriving at my
classroom at 8.30am promptly each
morning. His appearance
and uniform has also drastically
improved. Well done!
Excellent progress in French.
For finding out (during a challenge)
that variable names cannot start
with a number.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week…..

Name

Reg

Subject

Comment

Reem Alfanndi

9ERU

French

Consistently working to a high
standard in French.

Musa Jobe

9DMO

French

Sumaya Abdul

10SCR

Maths

Safoua Taali
Abubakar Rufai

10AMO
11KEK

French
French

Khaleel Othman

10RSA

Victor Bakare

9EMA

Ms Flowers

Hemedan Rostam

10DMA

Persevering and working hard in
French
For excellent effort and attitude
in all Maths lessons
Excellent progress in French
Excellent focus and hard work in
French
They have created the Sorry Box
project in order to help stop
bullying in Year 7 as part of their
roles as Anti-bullying
ambassadors.

If you would like this newsletter
translated into another language,
please email Manchester Academy at:

Yours sincerely,

manacadnewsletterinfo@manchesteracademy.org
Mr Eldon, Principal.
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